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With this block it is important to choose 3 fabrics with different values, contrast or colour 
so each stand alone - adding more interest across the finished quilt.

Finished Quilt Size:  51" x 60"  
Finished Block Size: 6" x 6"
Requirements:
Quilt Center:  (2) 10"Layer Cakes from Spice It Up by Jo Morton for Moda Fabrics

              Se�ng Triangles: (2) 10" x 42" WOF strips of Cream Small Print Fabric (sku #38057-21)

 Border 1: (9) 1-1/2" x 42" WOF strips of Olive Brown Print Fabric (sku #38052-23)

              Border 2: (9) 5-1/2" x 42" WOF strips of Gold Stripe Fabric (sku #38054-12) 

              Binding: (7) 2-1/4" x 42" WOF strips of Brown Paisley Fabric (sku #38058-18)

1. Separate both 10" Layer Cake into piles of using the value or colour, as follows and for fun switch a square or two to 
other piles for variety and movement in your blocks. There will be a few le�over squares.
   • (24) dark colour squares   • (24) medium colour squares    • (24) light colour squares
       Note: each pile can consist of squares of the same print (or switch them up!).
2. Keeping these piles together in their respec�ve group, cut each square as follows keeping the same fabric together:
                        Dark Pile    Medium Pile                      Light Pile

Making the Block:
1. For each block, you will be choosing 3 different fabrics, one colour from each pile. Select the following cut pieces:
    • From the dark pile, choose one fabric and pick (2) 3" squares and (1) 2-1/2" square.
    • From the medium pile, select one fabric and pick (4) 2-1/2" squares. 
    • From the light pile, select one fabric and pick (2) 3" squares.
 Keep this selec�on together by pinning pile and con�nue selec�ng a variety of colours and prints for the next block 
 and so on un�l all 72 blocks have been chosen. As I worked I also changed some of my fabrics even switching piles to 
make the best fabric combina�ons for contrast.
The Half Square Triangles - Using the selected 3" squares:
   1. With pencil lightly mark on the wrong side of the LIGHTER 3" x 3" square diagonally from corner to   
        corner as shown by the blackline in the Diagram B.
            2. Place right sides together with DARKER square and s�tch 1/4" away from each 
        side of the drawn line as shown by the red lines in the diagram.
   3. Cut apart on the drawn line (as shown by the black line). 
4. Open each unit and press seam to the DARKER fabric. This will make 2 iden�cal HSTs from each 
    sewn 3" pair. It will be necessary to trim each HST to �dy using the 45-degree line of the ruler 
    on the diagonal seam. Each HST square should be trimmed to measure 2-1/2" x 2-1/2" unf. 
5. Repeat the above steps with the other 3" cut pair needed for this block for a total of (4) ‘same fabric’ HSTs.
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Diagram B
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Making the Block (con�nued):
1. Using one selec�on of pinned cut pieces, lay out the 2-1/2" squares first, then carefully place the 
     (4) 2-1/2" HSTs posi�oning them according to the diagram as shown at right.
2. Join into horizontal rows as shown. Gently press seams as shown by the arrows. Then join the rows 
     together matching and nes�ng seams. Press seams open.
3. This block should each measure 6-1/2" x 6-1/2" unfin. Trim to �dy if necessary. 
Repeat the above steps with the remaining selected grouped pieces to make all of the Calico Puzzle 
blocks for a total of (72) blocks. 

Quilt Center Assembly: When all Calico Puzzle blocks are complete carefully place them in diagonal rows as shown.
Se�ng Sqaures:  A: Cut (6) 10" x 10" squares. Subcut       . Using (22) pieces, refer 
to the diagram and place them at the end of each row being careful to posi�on 
them correctly. 
B: Cut (2) 5-1/2"x 5-1/2" squares. Subcut      . Place in each corner.
1. Now join the blocks together in their diagonal rows, carefully matching and 
     nes�ng seams and pin to secure to s�tch. A�ach the Se�ng Squares to the 
     ends of each row as you work and replace sewn row to its original posi�on.
2. Keep rows in their arrangement now join rows together nes�ng and pinning 
     seams along their length and s�tch. Press seams open. Once quilt center is 
     pressed, use a longer ruler placing along outside edge, carefully trim to �dy 
     ensuring a 1/4" seam allowance at all points. 
The quilt center should measure 51-1/2" x 60" unfinished.

Joining the Borders: To use the Gold Stripe Fabric for the borders it will be 
joined using Mitred Corners. For this method, the two borders will be joined 
together before they are a�ach to the quilt center. Fabric strips will be cut longer 
than actual measurement and will require trimming to �dy a�er corner mitre 
has been created.
For TOP & BOTTOM Borders: From Border 1 Fabric: Join the short ends of 
(2) 1-1/2" x 42" strips together end to end to make one longer strip. Repeat to make (2) longer strips. From Border 2 Fabric: 
Carefully matching strip, join the short ends of (2) 5-1/2" x 42" strips together end to end to make one longer strip. Repeat to 
make (2) longer strips. Along length join together along Border 1 to Border 2 strip. 
For LEFT & RIGHT Borders: From Border 1 Fabric: Cut (1) 1-1/2" x 42" WOF strip to make (2) 1-1/2" x 10" pcs. Join the short 
ends of (1) 1-1/2" x 10" to (2) 1-1/2" x 42" strips together end to end to make one longer strip. Repeat to make (2) longer strips. 
From Border 2 Fabric: Cut (1) 5-1/2" x 42" WOF strip to make (2) 5-1/2" x 10" pcs. Carefully matching stripe, join the short ends 
of (1) 5-1/2" x 10" to (2) 5-1/2" x 42" strips together end to end to make one longer strip. Repeat to 
make (2) longer strips. Along length join together along Border 1 to Border 2 strip.
1. Star�ng at any quilt side, fold border strip in  half end to end to find and mark the center. Adjust 
placement to create a corner match in the print. From the marked center of the strip measure out 
from center, half of length of the quilt side and mark. Repeat for the other end of border strip. With 
right sides together and edges even, match center and ends of border to the quilt. Pin along edge 
to secure. Now mark 1/4” inside each quilt corner edge. Seams will start and stop at this 1/4" from 
raw edge of quilt top at all four corners for all strips, backs�tch to secure (but do not s�tch past 
this mark). Press seam towards quilt top. Repeat this same technique for the remaining border 
strips. Border strip ends will be loose and floppy. Do not trim excess fabric yet. 3. Now align 
border strips at corners, folding to forming a 45-degree angle and carefully s�tch from 1/4” mark 
towards the corner. Check for accuracy, press seam open and trim excess fabric to 1/4” seam 
allowance. The quilt should measure 63-1/2” x 72-1/2” unfinished.
Finishing up! Layer quilt top with ba�ng and backing fabric. Baste layers together to prevent 
any shi�ing during quil�ng. Quilt as desired.
Binding: Prepare binding by sewing the (7) 2-1/4” x 42” WOF strips together end-to-end with 
45-degree seams. With wrong sides together, fold in half lengthwise and press. Join binding to 
quilt top, joining ends at a 45-degree angle. Fold binding to the back and hand s�tch to quilt backing.
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Bonus Project 3

The greatest gift is not found in a store, but in the heart of a true friend.
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